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Just at that moment, the automatic door of the Brilliant Group building suddenly opened and a group of 

people walked in. 

Ji Feng’s eyes instantly narrowed slightly, “The Kepong people?!” 

He Hongwei also saw the group of people coming in from the doorway, his face steeped in gloom and he 

gave a low hum, “Kato ……” 

Ji Feng stared at this group of people who came in from the Brilliant Group’s headquarters building, this 

group of people were all in formal wear, the others Ji Feng didn’t recognize, but the one at the head, Ji 

Feng couldn’t have recognized more clearly! 

–Kato! 

This was the general manager of KAI Peng Lingxia Group in China, Kato! 

In the past, when he was in Jiangzhou, Ji Feng had dealt with this guy named Kato before. 

Kato had even visited the Tengfei Group and expressed his interest in Tengfei’s 3D TV technology, and 

even wanted to buy the Tengfei Group …… 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

It just didn’t occur to him that before he could hear any useful information, Kato and the others had 

gone to Nan Yue, making his efforts go to waste! 

Later on, Ji Feng found that the eavesdropping devices he had placed before had never worked again, let 

alone received a signal, so he knew that Kato must have discovered the eavesdropping devices and 

either destroyed them all or blocked the signal. 

So Ji Feng didn’t think about it anymore, and later he focused mainly on how to stop the cooperation 

between the Brilliant Group and the Kepong people. 

In fact, at that time, when he first heard that the Brilliant Group was going to cooperate with the 

Kepong’s Lingxia Group, Ji Feng had thought more than once that it might be Kato who would preside 

over the cooperation, only that he was in Jiangzhou and his hands could not reach this side of South 

Guangdong, so there had not been any accurate news. 

But now when he saw Kato and his group coming, Ji Feng immediately understood that his guess was 

right, this time the negotiation between the Lingxia Group and the Brilliant Group, it was very likely that 

Kato was in charge of hosting the negotiation, and it was even likely that he was in full charge. 

This old devil, I really underestimated him before! 

Ji Feng secretly snorted coldly. 

“Ji Feng, this middle-aged man walking at the front is called Kato, and he is the manager of the Hishita 

Group’s China region.” Seeing that Ji Feng kept frowning at Kato, He Hongwei thought that Ji Feng didn’t 

know them, so he explained to him in a low voice, “This time in the negotiations between the Brilliant 



Group and the Hishita Group, Kato is the representative of the KAI Peng side, and the negotiation team 

is led by him!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, this, he had already guessed. 

“Don’t look at him like he’s serious, this old thing is cunning and very arrogant!” He Hongwei said in a 

low voice. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Feng sneered, the people of Kepong had never really looked up to Chinese people, it would be strange 

if they were not arrogant. 

At this time, Kato and the others had already come close, perhaps because he did not expect to see Ji 

Feng and He Hongwei here, Kato was slightly surprised, but quickly squeezed a smile out of his face. 

“He Sang? Ji Sang?” 

Kato’s gaze swept over the faces of Ji Feng and the two of them, and his mouth spoke a rusty Chinese 

language, “I didn’t expect to see you two here, how are you!” 

He Hongwei nodded slightly and said, “I didn’t expect to see you here either.” 

Kato chuckled and said, “Ho-san, I wonder how Ho-san has considered my previous proposal?” 

He Hongwei shook his head and said, “I’m afraid I’ll have to disappoint you, I made it very clear at the 

beginning that if it was a cooperation in business, I would welcome and look forward to it, however, I 

will not sell the resources in my hands.” 

Kato shook his head with some regret and said, “That’s a real pity, not being able to work with He Sang, 

it would be no small loss for both of us!” 

He Hongwei shook his head and smiled, not dismissing the situation. 

Frankly speaking, the Lingshita Group was indeed one of the world’s leading conglomerates, and if we 

could work with the Lingshita Group, it would indeed be a great help to the future development of the 

Tianyao Group, but if it came to cooperation in terms of resources, He Hongwei was not too keen on it. 

The Tian Yao Group needed to develop, but not to the extent that it had to sell its resources. 

Besides, this old thing, Kato, was not asking for general resources, and naturally He Hongwei would not 

agree to it even more. 

Therefore, He Hongwei was glad that the two sides could not cooperate, but he did not feel any loss. 

It was Kato, the old man, who felt sorry that he had not gotten what he wanted from the Tianyao Group. 

“Ji Sang!” 

At this time, Kato turned his gaze to Ji Feng again and greeted him with a smile, “What a surprise that 

we meet again.” 

Ji Feng said noncommittally, “Perhaps.” 



The smile on Kato’s face then stiffened slightly as he shook his head, “It seems that Ji Sang isn’t 

particularly happy to see me?” 

“I’d be particularly happy if you turned around and walked out of here right now, packed up your things 

and went back to the boundary poncho immediately!” Ji Feng said. 

Kato choked and the smile on his face disappeared as he shook his head and said, “They say that China is 

a hospitable country, but what Ji Sang is doing is a bit less than polite.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and sneered, “Of course I am polite, but it depends on who it is to. You KAI Peng 

people have your eyes on our important resources all the time, and are always thinking of how to make 

benefits from China, I really don’t know how to be polite to you.” 

Kato was slightly stunned and quickly understood what Ji Feng meant by that, but he just shook his head 

and said, “It seems that Ji Sang has misunderstood, our cooperation with the Splendid Group is 

something that is beneficial to both sides, it is not that we want to covet China’s resources …… ” 

“Is that so?” Ji Feng hummed. 

“Of course!” 

Kato nodded very seriously and said, “Ji Sang might not be too clear, the several projects in the hands of 

the Brilliant Group, the only one that really has some appeal to us is just that super alloy project, but if 

both of us don’t cooperate, this project will not be able to play its proper role if it is placed in China.” 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Feng sneered, “My people in China are not fools, how can they not play a role when they have 

advanced technology in their hands?” 

Kato slightly raised his chin, this action of his immediately made Ji Feng frown slightly, this old devil’s 

arrogant nature was undoubtedly highlighted from this one small action. 

“Admittedly, this super-alloy project in the hands of the Brilliant Group is indeed very advanced, but I 

wonder if Ji Sang has thought about it, China’s technology in all other aspects is very backward, even if 

we produce equipment and parts from this super-alloy, but if the technology in other aspects cannot 

keep up, how can we put it into practical application?” 

With a hint of arrogance on his face, Kato said, “But if this technology is given to us, it can be put into 

production immediately, and in exchange, we will also give other aspects of technology to the Splendid 

Group, in this way, both of us will make progress and get improved, isn’t this a win-win situation?” 

Ji Feng, however, frowned as he listened, he stared at Kato and said in a deep voice: “What you say is 

even better than what you sing …… Is the technology you use in exchange also your most advanced?” 

What a joke! 

Kato’s mouth was nice, but Ji Feng knew very well that the technology that the Kepong people took out 

in exchange must be their obsolete or inferior technology, the real core cutting-edge technology, how 

could the Kepong people take out and give it to China? 



On the surface, it seems that the Brilliant Group has gained other technologies, and probably more than 

one, which seems to be a profit, but in reality, the Brilliant Group has lost money. 

This is because the Lingxia Group, as the strongest group in terms of military industry in Kepong, actually 

represents almost the highest level of military technology in Kepong. 

So imagine how valuable the technology that even they want to get their hands on is, isn’t it hard to 

understand? 

Without a doubt, that super alloy project in the hands of the Brilliant Group must have impressed the 

Lingxia Group, and it might even be something that the Lingxia Group is eager to obtain! 

This is the same as the Brilliant Group exchanging an extreme technology for some inferior or even 

obsolete technology in Kepong, in addition to probably a large sum of money …… It is clear who made 

and who lost! 

However, for Ji Feng’s questioning, Kato did not hesitate to admit it, only to see him nod and say, “Ji 

Sang is right, it is true that what we took out was not the most cutting-edge technology, but it was a 

decision we made for your sake after repeated consideration.” 

“Grass ……” 

Ji Feng was instantly enraged, he sneered, “You’re taking out sub-standard technology, and you’re 

considered to be thinking of us?” 

“That’s right!” 

Kato, however, nodded very seriously and said, “Ji Sang, I’m taking the liberty to say that China’s 

technology level is too backward, even if we take out the top technology, it will take you at least about 

ten years to digest it, and it may even take longer, and in the process, you may not be able to create any 

economic value. ” 

He said, “Instead of that, why not learn the next best technology first, and when your level gradually 

improves, we can cooperate even further later ……” 

“Bullshit!” 

He Hongwei interrupted Kato’s words at once. 

He grimaced, his heart could be said to be on fire, Kato’s words were too much, deceiving people too 

much! 

“Kato, according to you, does it mean that my China is only worthy of having inferior technology?” He 

Hongwei sank his face and said in a cold voice, “My China is not as bad as you say, and your KAI Peng is 

not as powerful as you think!” 

“Heh!” 

Kato, however, shook his head and smiled, and said with an arrogant face, “He Sang, what I said is the 

truth, and you actually know very well in your heart that the gap between China and our KAI Peng is too 

big ……” 
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“Huh!” 

Kato, however, shook his head and smiled, and said with an arrogant face, “He Sang, what I said is the 

truth, and you actually know very well in your heart that the gap between China and our KAI Peng is too 

big ……” 

He Hongwei’s face was so gloomy that water was almost dripping out of it, Kato’s words had made him 

extremely shocked. 

In Kato’s mouth, China was simply useless, especially when compared to KAI Peng, China seemed to be 

only worthy of being a second-rate country, only possessing second-rate technology, or even third-rate 

or fourth-rate …… 

This is outrageous! 

In particular, Kato’s condescending look when he mentioned China made He Hongwei even more 

furious. 

This old thing, despite his efforts to be humble and polite, could not hide the kind of arrogance that he 

exuded when he spoke. 

It was obvious that Kato did not look up to China from the bottom of his heart, and naturally, he did not 

look up to Chinese people, and his arrogance in dealing with them was completely embedded in his 

bones. 

This feeling irritated He Hongwei. 

“Kato, is this your perception of the Chinese?” He Hongwei took a deep breath, which prevented him 

from slapping a few times on the spot on that old face of that old thing, Kato, who was just too 

disgusting. 

“He Sang, you misunderstand, this is not my perception of China, but the truth!” Kato had a smile on his 

face, “Admittedly, China has made rapid progress in recent years, but more than that, it’s just you guys 

boasting, China has almost a fifth or more of the world’s population, but the value and wealth created is 

nowhere near as much as your population!” 

He Hongwei’s face was sullen and he was about to speak when he heard Kato say, “Besides, I’m sure Mr. 

He knows better than I do about China’s economic output and how much truth there is in those 

seemingly beautiful figures. According to what I have learned in the past few years in China, what the 

Chinese people like most is to make face-saving projects, and they like to falsify ……” 

“Kato, right?” 

Suddenly, before Kato could finish his words, he was interrupted by Ji Feng. 

Kato choked for a moment and his face was a little unhappy, “Ji Sang, it’s rude to interrupt someone at 

will ……” 



Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Of course I know this, being polite is a traditional Chinese virtue, only, 

even if you want to be polite, it also depends on who the target is!” 

“What, we Kepong people can’t let you treat us politely?” Kato asked in a deep voice. 

“That’s not true!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and a mocking smile appeared on his face, “It’s just that we have another 

tradition in China, I don’t know if you’ve heard of a saying.” 

Although Kato was arrogant, he was not stupid, and when he saw that smile on Ji Feng’s face, he 

realised that what Ji Feng said next might not be anything good, so he just hummed, but did not answer 

Ji Feng’s question. 

Ji Feng didn’t care either, he just smiled faintly and said, “There is a Chinese saying that goes like this – 

when a friend comes, there is good wine, if that jackal comes, it will be greeted with a shotgun!” 

Kato’s face suddenly changed, Ji Feng’s words were very straightforward, without any translation Kato 

could understand them clearly, there was no doubt that Ji Feng was calling him a jackal in disguise, even, 

all the people of Kepong became jackals in Ji Feng’s mouth! 

“Ji Feng!” 

Kato’s voice lowered, and he didn’t even address Ji Feng as ‘Ji Sang’ anymore, instead he just called him 

by his name, “Am I to understand that you are being unfriendly to all the people of Kepong?!” 

Ji Feng, however, nodded noncommittally and said, “It’s fine if you interpret it that way.” 

In fact, how had Ji Feng ever been half-hearted towards the people of Kepong! 

He had not dealt with the ordinary people of Kepong, and the Kepong people he had come into contact 

with were either ruthless and scheming people like Ono, or arrogant and cunning old things like Kato, so 

you can imagine what impression these people had left on Ji Feng! 

It would be really hard to get Ji Feng to be friendly to the Kepong people! 

“Humph!” 

Kato snorted coldly and said, “Ji Feng, I see that you are uncomfortable in your heart because you know 

about our cooperation with the Brilliant Group, right? You Chinese are so pathetic, when you can’t 

match others in terms of strength, you desperately insult others, belittle them as useless and brag about 

yourself as incomparably brilliant ……” 

Said Kato, shaking his head with pity on his face, and a touch of smugness, “But unfortunately, no 

matter how much you belittle us, you can’t stop us from cooperating with the Brilliant Group, while you, 

on the other hand, can only watch from the sidelines!” 

As soon as his words fell, He Hongwei’s eyes instantly narrowed slightly, this old thing was simply 

arrogant to the extreme! 

However, some of the information that flowed from Kato’s words was even more alarming to He 

Hongwei. 



Obviously, Kato had long known that he and Ji Feng wanted to stop the cooperation between the 

Brilliant Group and the Hishita Group, this old thing, knew so much about the situation in China? 

Instead, Ji Feng just shook his head and smiled, saying, “It looks like you’re very proud of being able to 

get the project from the Brilliant Group!” 

Kato hummed and didn’t reply, but the smugness on his face couldn’t be more obvious. 

Ji Feng’s mouth held a cold smile as he nodded and said, “It seems to be the case …… Kato, do you really 

think you can be so smug just because you have a few important projects from the Brilliant Group and 

that super alloy technology?” 

“Shouldn’t I?” Kato asked. 

“Should, of course you should!” 

Ji Feng hummed and said, “I just hope you won’t regret it later!” 

“Me? Regret?” 

Kato was stunned, then he laughed out loud, he felt that Ji Feng’s words were just too ridiculous, he 

really couldn’t figure out what he had to regret. 

In this deal with the Brilliant Group, what the Hishita Group had brought out were all technologies that 

were about to be eliminated, not even second-rate. Even if these technologies were in the hands of the 

Chinese and a certain breakthrough was made, then China would only be second-rate at best, and if 

they wanted to catch up with KAI Peng, they should not even think about it. 

In addition to the technology, with his efforts, the Lingxia Group only paid a small amount of money in 

exchange for the super alloy technology and several important projects, including some resources that 

KAI Peng desperately needed. 

In all this deal, KAI Peng had the complete upper hand, and Kato really couldn’t figure out why he 

needed to regret it! 

“If Jisan has that ability to make me regret it, then I’m really looking forward to it!” Kato said, and burst 

out laughing again. 

“Hehe ……” 

Ji Feng also laughed and said, “Then you can look forward to it, I think there will definitely be that day, 

and it won’t be too far away!” 

Kato smiled and nodded, “Then I’ll look forward to Ji Sang’s amazing work!” 

Ji Feng shook his head with a smile, and didn’t care that Kato, the old devil, had used the wrong words, 

as long as he understood what he meant – one day, Kato would regret what he had done today, and the 

KAI Peng Lingxia Group, too, would regret this deal with the Brilliant Group. 

And that day is not far away! 



“He Sang, Ji Sang, I still have some things to communicate with Mr. Zhai, so excuse me!” At this point in 

the conversation, Kato was too lazy to continue to talk to Ji Feng and the others, in Kato’s opinion, Ji 

Feng was too arrogant, while He Hongwei was too good-looking and also liked to brag about himself. 

According to what Kato had learned, both Ji Feng and He Hongwei were the sons of two of the most 

powerful families in China, but after seeing their level, Kato wanted to laugh out loud. 

The best lineage families in China could only produce such sons and daughters, so one could only 

imagine what the overall strength of the upper echelon of China’s elite was. 

China, it will never be able to catch up with the KAI Peng! 

With a bright smile on his face, Kato bowed slightly to Ji Feng and He Hongwei respectively, before he 

led the others away with quick steps. 

As Ji Feng watched the receptionist of the Splendid Group greet Kato with a smile on his face and lead 

them upstairs in that special lift, the smile on his face gradually disappeared and was replaced by a 

touch of deepness. 

He Hongwei’s face was not too good either, first Zhai Yadong and Shao Jie were arrogant and 

domineering, especially Shao Jie, who was even more arrogant, and then Kato was arrogant and 

arrogant, but he was extremely disparaging towards China, describing it as worthless. 

How could He Hongwei’s mood be any better? 

“This old thing is really arrogant to the extreme!” He Hongwei snorted coldly. 

“The Kepong people have always been like this!” Ji Feng, however, didn’t look so annoyed, but his face 

wasn’t too good either, “Especially this old devil Kato, he’s been so arrogant since the time he was in 

Jiangzhou!” 

Back then in Jiangzhou Li Weidong was responsible for receiving these foreign businessmen and holding 

a business salon event, and at that time Kato looked very arrogant. 

Only, at that time, Kato had not yet obtained the project of the Brilliant Group, so he had restrained 

himself a bit, while today, he was wildly out of control. 

In particular, he was trying to appear humble and poised, but the condescension and contempt for 

China that always came through in his words and manner was even stronger than usual! 

“Gentlemen, we have distinguished guests here now, would you please leave if you have nothing to 

do?” Suddenly, a girl’s voice came from the side. 

Ji Feng and the two of them turned their heads to look, and saw a reception lady with a professional 

smile on her face, looking at them from the side. 

“You ……” 

He Hongwei immediately frowned: “That gang of KAI Peng people are valuable guests, and we are here 

to cause trouble? It’s simply outrageous …… humph!” 



He Hongwei was very annoyed, it was enough that the Kepong people looked down on them, but now 

even the reception staff of the Splendid Group actually put on such an attitude, this is really …… 

But He Hongwei could not be angry with a girl, so he could only wave his hand forcefully, then turn 

around and leave. 
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Looking at He Hongwei’s back, Ji Feng could only shake his head and smile, and then quickly followed 

him. 

Even He Hongwei, with his modest personality, was so annoyed, so it was obvious to what extent he was 

angry, really because, today’s encounter was too much of a nuisance. 

Whether it was the tit-for-tat with Zhai Yadong and Shao Jie upstairs, or Kato’s arrogance downstairs, it 

all left a fire in He Hongwei’s heart. 

In fact, Kato’s arrogance did not make He Hongwei that angry, but Shao Jie’s arrogance and Zhai 

Yadong’s cunning and deviousness made He Hongwei extremely annoyed. 

He was not annoyed that he could not play Shao Jie and Zhai Yadong, in fact, from the beginning, the 

two sides were on unequal footing, and He Hongwei was at a complete disadvantage, even a certain 

defeat. 

What really annoyed He Hongwei was what Shao Jie and Zhai Yadong had done! 

They were clearly in cahoots with the Kepong people! 

The Kepong people are arrogant and look down on the Chinese people, this has been a long time 

coming, if you are not strong enough, you will be looked down upon. 

However, Shao Jie’s arrogance made He Hongwei very annoyed. 

It’s okay for others to look down on them, because after all, they are from Kepong and have never dealt 

with China, but this Shao Jie, no matter what, is also a Chinese, they are at least half of our own people, 

but the result is that Shao Jie is so arrogant, even proud of working with the Kepong people …… 

This is what really made He Hongwei angry! 

Originally, He Hongwei did not intend to be ordinary with Shao Jie, he had seen this kind of arrogant 

people a lot, in Yanjing, there are not know how many such playboys, outside the wild, so this kind of 

people are not even put in the eyes of He Hongwei. 

But now He Hongwei realized that such people were not only arrogant, but also ignorant! 

No matter what the issue was, even on matters of right and wrong, they were equally arrogant and did 

not distinguish between red and white! 

This made He Hongwei extremely annoyed! 

So, for this arrogant Shao Jie, He Hongwei has taken him to heart to the death! 

As for Kato …… 



The day will come when Kato will no longer dare to look down on China, let alone look down on Chinese 

people! 

“Two gentlemen, two …… please wait a minute!” 

Just as Ji Feng and He Hongwei were walking out at the same time, they heard a girl’s voice shouting 

behind them, and the two of them immediately turned around and looked back, and saw a girl in a 

professional outfit jogging all the way over, obviously shouting at them. 

He Hongwei stood still and asked in a deep voice, “What is it?” 

The female receptionist was slightly out of breath and said, “Two gentlemen, we, our General Manager 

Shao asked me to convey a message to you!” 

As soon as He Hongwei heard that it was Shao Jie who had asked him to convey the message, his brow 

furrowed and he said in a deep voice, “Speak!” 

The girl nodded and said, “Our General Manager Shao said …… go slowly and don’t see me off!” 

“Humph!” 

He Hongwei instantly had a cold light in his eyes and said in a deep voice, “Very good! Very good!” 

This Shao Jie, he was simply arrogant to the extreme, he still didn’t forget to humiliate them even now, 

this is really …… 

“Tell Shao Jie that I’ll take these words of his to heart!” He Hongwei said in a deep voice. 

“Yes, I will pass it on ……” 

Before that female receptionist could finish her words, she was shocked to find that He Hongwei had 

turned around and walked away directly after finishing his words, not giving her a chance to speak at all. 

This man! 

The female receptionist bristled at He Hongwei’s back, then with a twist of her body, her leather shoes 

clattered on the ground as she left. 

“Bully!” 

It was only when he had walked out of the door of the Splendid Mansion that He Hongwei spoke coldly. 

Ji Feng’s face wasn’t too good either, but he didn’t say anything more, he could only say that having this 

encounter today was something they had asked for. 

It was because they had first interfered with the cooperation between the Brilliant Group and the 

Boundary Pontiff that they got to know Shao Jie and were able to see this almost uncaring arrogance of 

the latter. 

“Ji Feng, things are kind of completely screwed up.” He Hongwei took a deep breath, shook his head and 

said, “I’m afraid that next they’re officially cooperating, so there’s no point in staying here anymore, so 

you’d better go back to Jiangzhou first.” 



“What about you?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Me?” 

He Hongwei said slowly with a sullen face, “I’m going to stay, anyway, the Brilliant Group and the Lingxia 

Group haven’t officially signed the contract yet, and there’s one last negotiation tomorrow, I want to 

see what tricks they can play!” 

Ji Feng frowned and asked, “So, you have other ways to stop them?” 

“No!” 

He Hongwei shook his head and said, “I just want to stay until the end before I go back …… In fact, there 

is another reason why I want to stay, that Shao Jie is too arrogant, originally I don’t think of him in 

general, but now, I’ve decided to play with him!” 

Shao Jie’s arrogance and hubris had completely enraged He Hongwei. 

Especially, every time they came, Shao Jie would provoke one after another, before, he didn’t move him 

because He Hongwei didn’t put him in his eyes, but now, He Hongwei had decided that he would treat 

Shao Jie as an enemy! 

Being He Hongwei’s enemy is not a good thing! 

Ji Feng frowned: “You want to move Shao Jie? I think, it’s a bit inappropriate for you to do so now.” 

“And the reason?” He Hongwei asked. 

“The reason is simple, what exactly is the origin of this Shao Jie is still unclear to us, besides, even if we 

move Shao Jie, we cannot stop the cooperation between the Brilliant Group and the Lingxia Group, so it 

won’t help if you do so.” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Instead, it would be better to think of another 

way ……” 

He Hongwei shook his head and said, “I’ve thought of all the solutions I can think of, except for using the 

Tianyao Group to snipe at the Brilliant Group, I can now say that there is nothing I can do!” 

In order to stop the cooperation between the Brilliant Group and the Lingxia Group, He Hongwei had 

used all the power he could muster, whether it was at the top or in the shopping malls, he had done his 

best. 

Even some of the partners of the Brilliant Group, and some of its clients, had been forced out by He 

Hongwei using various means, but even so, it was still impossible to stop the two sides from 

cooperating. 

“I do have another solution!” Ji Feng said. 

“What solution?” He Hongwei’s spirits immediately lifted and he immediately asked. 

“The solution is actually very simple, since we can’t stop both of them from cooperating, then we should 

simply take the bottom out of the kettle and solve this matter from the root!” Ji Feng said, “The reason 

why the Lingxia Group will cooperate with the Brilliant Group is just because they have their eyes on 

that super alloy project, and those resources, since this is the case, then let’s think of a way to turn 



those resources into a pile of rubbish in the hands of the Lingxia Group, and let that super alloy project, 

turn into a rag …… ” 

“All right!” 

Before Ji Feng finished his words, He Hongwei shook his head and helplessly said, “You don’t have to 

ease my heart, I’m not that fragile, you don’t have to worry ……” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I’m not relieving you, but really have this plan, only this was originally 

the last step I prepared, just did not expect that, in the middle of a lot of things happened, so it gave 

delay, so I originally prepared quite a few plans did not work …… ” 

“All right old brother, I certainly won’t think twice about it, you can rest assured.” He Hongwei shook his 

head with a bitter smile and said, “It’s not like I haven’t failed before, I still have the ability to withstand 

this, just go back in peace!” 

“I’m not joking with you, what I said is true ……” 

“OK OK, go back, I’m going back to the hotel too, tell me in advance when you leave, I’ll see you off at 

the airport ……” 

After saying that, He Hongwei shook his head, patted Ji Feng’s shoulder, then pulled open the car door 

and pushed Ji Feng into the car, “You go first, I want to be alone, my brain is a bit confused now, I want 

to think about it.” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

He Hongwei, however, waved his hand and let the driver drive, “Let’s go, pay attention to safety on the 

road.” 

Ji Feng hurriedly asked, “Just leave? What about the office?” 

“Let’s keep the office for now, the expenses are not too big anyway, it’s a bridgehead for us to stay in 

Southern Guangdong!” He Hongwei said, “This time I admit that I failed, but that doesn’t mean that I will 

fail forever, one day I will come back!” 

“…… Okay!” 

Ji Feng had to nod and said, “Then you also pay attention to safety.” 

He Hongwei waved his hand, “That’s it.” 

He then turned around and walked away along the stone path beside the street, with his bodyguard, 

Little Flathead, following after him. 

Seeing this, Ji Feng shook his head helplessly and had to let the driver drive. 

It could be seen that although He Hongwei said on his lips that he was not that vulnerable, his state was 

obviously not as relaxed as he said. It was obvious that this time He Hongwei had some thoughts in his 

heart even though he had not received much of a blow. 



He Hongwei is not an ordinary person, and I believe he will not be devastated or do anything stupid 

because of this blow. 

In fact, Ji Feng really wanted to guide He Hongwei, but the problem was that He Hongwei didn’t believe 

what he said, which made Ji Feng helpless. 

The key problem was that Ji Feng was not trying to comfort He Hongwei, what he said was the truth. 

At the beginning when he came to Southern Guangdong, Ji Feng did prepare several plans, using the 

media to guide public opinion and exert pressure on the Wu family, this was only the first step, so that 

the Wu family would be apprehensive and would probably not dare to sign a contract with the Lingxia 

Group so easily. 

This is only the first step, which will make the Wu family feel apprehensive and will probably not dare to 

sign a contract with the Hishita Group so easily. 

But what Ji Feng didn’t expect was that before he could carry out the second step of his plan, he was 

suddenly attacked and killed! 
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This was something that Ji Feng had not anticipated. 

The sudden attack interrupted all of Ji Feng’s plans, especially when he saw Bai Zhu lying unconscious on 

the hospital bed, Ji Feng’s heart could not allow anything else at all, let alone carry out the original plan. 

In fact, even if he wanted to remain undisturbed, he could not, because he was also seriously injured in 

the explosion. If he had not been supported by the body-building operation, plus his previous persistent 

training and profound gongfu, I am afraid that even he himself would have been killed in that explosion, 

so how could he talk about continuing with his plan? 

So, the various plans that Ji Feng had originally made were just delayed. 

For the next period of time, Ji Feng did not have the energy to care about the affairs of the Brilliant 

Group and the Boundary Pontiff. He was fully focused on healing Bai Zhu and recovering from his own 

injuries, and had no extra energy to care about anything else. 

In the following 20 days or so, Ji Feng and Zheng Yuanshan teamed up, meticulously investigating, 

grasping for clues and chasing after them, intent on catching the black hand hiding behind the curtain! 

Although Qiao Rong, the biggest black hand behind the curtain, was finally caught, he was also 

distracted from most of his efforts and no longer had the time to care about the affairs of the Brilliant 

Group. 

Eventually, this led to He Hongwei being unable to support himself alone, which reduced the pressure 

on the Brilliant Group to the extent that now, they were actually going to cooperate with the Lingxia 

Group, and were only one step away from completing all the steps. 

This made Ji Feng more or less helpless and a bit annoyed. 



If Qiao Rong hadn’t messed up, he wouldn’t have been able to let the cooperation between the Brilliant 

Group and the Lingxia Group succeed in any way, knowing that it had been almost a month since he 

arrived in Southern Guangdong. 

There was so much he could do in such a long time! 

But unfortunately, there are no ifs in this world, and because of Qiao Rong’s covert attack, he had no 

time to care about the Brilliant Group, which eventually led to the present result! 

Because of this, He Hongwei was devastated, and he even felt a sense of despondency. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

I believe that if He Hongwei has figured it out, the old spirited, wise and poised He Hongwei will 

definitely come back! 

He leaned back on the backrest of the seat, his hands on his arms, his eyes slightly narrowed, and fell 

into deep thought. 

In fact, He Hongwei was not the only one who was annoyed today, Ji Feng was also extremely angry in 

his heart. 

Shao Jie’s arrogance, Zhai Yadong’s cunning, and already Kato’s kind of arrogance and arrogance all 

made Ji Feng’s heart irritated to the extreme. 

“Shao Jie, Zhai Yadong!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes were slightly narrowed, and a biting cold light flashed in his eyes, “And that old devil Kato 

……” 

…… 

The next day was the day when the final negotiations between the Brilliant Group and the Lingxia Group 

were to take place. Ji Feng got up early and the first thing he did was to call He Hongwei. 

The first thing I did was to call He Hongwei. When we separated yesterday, we heard He Hongwei’s tone 

of voice, as if he wanted to do something to the Brilliant Group and the Lingxia Group. 

So Ji Feng had to ask about it. 

However, before Ji Feng could dial the phone, He Hongwei surprisingly came to him first. 

“How did you get like this?” Seeing He Hongwei, Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned, “You didn’t stay 

up all night, did you?” 

“Do you think I can sleep when things have gotten to this point?” He Hongwei asked with no good grace. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh bitterly: “Then your image is too ……” 

The original exquisitely groomed head of He Hongwei was now a mess, the stubble around his mouth 

was also very obvious, more conspicuous was that He Hongwei’s eyes were red and covered with blood. 



This is simply a poor and despondent yakuza, compared to He Hongwei’s former elegant appearance, it 

is simply a heaven and a earth! 

It was no wonder that Ji Feng was surprised. 

However, although He Hongwei’s image was sloppy and looked down and out, and he even had a face 

full of fatigue, his spirit appeared to be good. 

“I’ve figured it out!” 

He Hongwei suddenly said, “Ji Feng, I’ve decided to go back to Yanjing, what about you?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, “Back to Yanjing?” 

“That’s right!” 

He Hongwei nodded and said, “I failed in my trip to Southern Guangdong this time, and just because I 

didn’t achieve my goal doesn’t mean that everything is over! The KAI Peng people did take a few more 

important projects from China this time, as well as some resources, they won this time, but that doesn’t 

mean they will keep winning!” 

Ji Feng nodded his head with deep understanding, “That’s right, China can’t stay weak, and KAI Peng 

can’t always be ahead of the curve, things are in the hands of the people!” 

“I walked along the riverside all night yesterday and I kept thinking about one question: why does that 

Kato dare to be so rampant? Why do the KAI Peng people never look down on the Chinese?” He 

Hongwei looked like he was asking Ji Feng, but also like he was asking himself. 

“Because Huaxia is still too weak.” Ji Feng said. 

“Or to be precise, it’s that China is not yet strong enough for the people of Kepong to look up to!” He 

Hongwei’s eyes gleamed with a different kind of light. 

“In fact, just finding ways to stop the Boundary Pontiffs from coming to China to reap benefits is the 

most foolish way, there are a thousand days to be a thief but not a thousand days to prevent a thief, the 

best way is to make the thieves not even dare to think of coming to steal! The best thing to do is to 

make them afraid to think about it! That’s what we should do most, and that’s the goal of the whole of 

China!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “This one failure doesn’t mean anything, anyway, it’s not like China has 

suffered at the hands of the Kepong people once or twice, so this one more time is no big deal.” 

“That’s not the way to say it!” But He Hongwei shook his head and said, “If I could, I certainly wouldn’t 

want to let the Kepong people win this time, but the problem is that I tried my best, only my ability is 

limited and I couldn’t stop them. But I believe that in the near future, China will no longer be so 

vulnerable ……” 

After a pause, He Hongwei added: “Of course, I know it might be a little difficult to achieve this goal, but 

I’m willing to work hard to reach it!” 

Ji Feng gave a thumbs up and said, “Brother Hongwei, have ambition!” 



He Hongwei glared, “You’re mocking me, aren’t you?” 

Ji Feng waved his hand with a smile and said, “I don’t dare, I really feel admiration!” 

Seeing that He Hongwei’s face didn’t look good, Ji Feng then smiled and waved his hand, “Alright, let’s 

not talk about that, of course I’m happy that you have such ambition, but what are you going to do?” 

“Development!” 

He Hongwei said, “I’m going to do my best to develop the Brilliant Group, and at the same time do my 

best to influence some people to try to improve their strength and improve their technology ……” 

Despite the brevity of He Hongwei’s words, Ji Feng understood what he meant. 

He Hongwei was using his status and his influence to change things, to do his best to promote the 

development of the Tianyao Group, and thus the development of the whole of China …… 

If anyone else were to say this, it would obviously be bragging. The country is so big, and who would 

dare to say that if they wanted to promote the development of a country? Who can do it? 

However, what He Hongwei said was very pragmatic, he first tried to develop the Tianyao Group, and 

then from small to large, try to influence the whole of China as much as possible. 

What’s more, given He Hongwei’s status and the influence of the He family in China, if he is really 

determined to put his head down and work hard, he might actually be able to do it. 

Although it is not possible to say what kind of heights he can reach, at least, it is possible to influence 

the development of this country. 

For example, it is not difficult to use the influence of the He family to make the resources of the upper 

echelons of the country tilt as much as possible in the direction of scientific research. 

Therefore, for this ambition of He Hongwei, Ji Feng did not have the slightest ridicule, but on the 

contrary, he also had some admiration. 

Because being in their position, it was perfectly clear how difficult it really was to influence a country, 

and the fact that He Hongwei dared to set this goal was enough for Ji Feng to admire. 

Other sons and daughters of the family, who had the drive? 

Anyone has the ambition, but not everyone has the courage to break through and sink the boat. 

In this regard, He Hongwei has gone ahead of the majority of the sons of the family! 

“So you plan to go back to Yanjing and bury your head in the sand?” Ji Feng asked. 

“That’s right!” 

He Hongwei said, “In fact, the gap between China and Jie Peng isn’t too big, at least not as big as the gap 

with Europe and Rice, as long as you work hard, you will definitely be able to catch up.” 

Ji Feng immediately blurted out, “Bury your head for ten years and raise your head to meet with 

Kepong!” 



These famous words uttered by Yuan Shikai in the Northern Ocean back then were so similar to this 

ambition of He Hongwei today! 

“Yes!” 

He Hongwei nodded and said, “The first thing we have to do is to bury our heads in the sand!” 

Ji Feng nodded heavily with deep conviction and said, “That’s it!” 

“What about you?” He Hongwei suddenly asked. 

“Me?” 

Ji Feng was stunned and then laughed, “Since you have gone back, there is no point for me to stay here 

alone, besides, I have not helped much in this matter from the beginning to the end, so staying here is 

just a laughing stock, so I should hurry up and go back with my tail between my legs!” 

When He Hongwei heard that, he shook his head and laughed: “You’re in a good mood!” 

This guy was actually in the mood for jokes! 

“What else can I do? Is it hard for me to go and cry?” Ji Feng laughed, “Since things are already like this, 

it’s useless to be sad anymore, it’s better to go back and work hard to develop first!” 

“That’s right!” 

He Hongwei nodded and said, “I’ll be in the north, you’ll be in the south, we’ll develop at the same time, 

one day, I hope that both the Tian Yao Group and the Teng Fei Group can rise at the same time, so that 

that what with the Lingxia Group and the Sumiyou Group and so on, they can only look up to ……” 
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Both Ji Feng and He Hongwei are not people who like to procrastinate. Since they had decided to go 

back, they booked their tickets on the same day. 

However, this time they went back separately because they were not going in the same direction, He 

Hongwei was going straight back to Yanjing while Ji Feng was going back to Jiangzhou! 

When they parted at the airport, He Hongwei shook hands with Ji Feng and said, “Older brother, go for 

it, one day you won’t slow down until you step on the boundary poon …… with you!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Of course! However, you have to develop faster to be good, the people of Kepong will 

definitely develop faster after getting the projects and resources in the hands of the Brilliant Group, but 

they won’t wait for us!” 

He Hongwei snorted coldly and said, “That’s why we have to catch up all the more, don’t worry, from 

today onwards, my target has been set, I definitely won’t slack off! On the contrary, you, because of the 

nature of the Tengfei Group, your development may have to be somewhat restricted, you have to cheer 

up!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, he understood what He Hongwei meant. 



Although the Tian Yao Group was the asset of the He family, the state had shares in it, so it was still a 

state-owned enterprise, which was naturally very convenient in many aspects, such as the inclination of 

state policies and so on. 

The Tengfei Group, on the other hand, is a private enterprise, which is naturally less advantageous than 

the Tianyao Group, not to mention that the Tianyao Group is already very strong today, and is definitely 

not worse than the Brilliant Group, or even better. 

Not to mention catching up with the companies in Kepong! 

However, Ji Feng himself knew best that although the Tengfei Group had certain fundamental 

disadvantages, it also had an advantage that no other enterprise could ever match – technology from 

the Gamma Galaxy! 

In fact, even the peripheral by-products of those technologies are enough to cause a storm in this world. 

For example, the Kang Yuan slimming powder is the best example of this. 

And there was no telling how many products like this one were in Ji Feng’s mind, and even, like the 

special effects current that was now exclusively for the military, with a few slight changes, many kinds of 

medicines could be derived. 

For example, by weakening the potency of the special effect current and making some slight changes, it 

can be applied in surgical emergencies, because for some critical patients, the current medical means 

may be too late to save them, but if there are drugs that can hang on to life, then it can buy enough time 

for resuscitation. 

Of course, some heavenly treasures can also play a similar role, for example, some top-quality ginseng 

can be used to hang on to life by simply holding a piece in the mouth, but this top-quality ginseng is rare, 

and even some rich and noble people may not be able to buy it, let alone ordinary people. 

It is self-evident which of these is more popular than ordinary medicine. 

This is only one example, in Ji Feng’s mind, there are many more such technologies. 

On the one hand, many of the products in Ji Feng’s mind could not be made at all with the current level 

of technology, such as rail guns and other super-technology weapons, which required many complex 

and precise processes, and more importantly, supporting metals and parts, but these things were 

thought to be difficult to make with the current level of technology on Earth. 

Of course, perhaps Rice, which now represents the most technologically advanced country in the world 

in the military field, may or may not be able to make it. But even if Rice could make it, Ji Feng naturally 

couldn’t give these advanced technologies to Rice! 

As for the idea of introducing equipment from Rice, Ji Feng did not even think about it, the reason is 

very simple, Rice and Kepong have been suppressing the development of China, not to mention these 

high-tech equipment, even some slightly more advanced machine tools, or some other industrial 

equipment, those countries are taking embargo measures against China, simply can not be shipped, and 

how to talk about high-tech equipment? 



This was one of the factors that restricted Ji Feng from turning the high technology in his mind into a 

real product, apart from that, there were other factors that Ji Feng was also concerned about. 

For example, his identity, and the environment he was in. 

He was still just a student, so if he rashly came up with so many ahead of his time technological 

products, he would definitely be known as a figure in the limelight, and there was no telling how many 

people would be on his back. 

You know, just now the Tengfei Group produced 3D TV sets, and illusory three-dimensional light screen 

technology, special effects current, etc., and it was already targeted by the State Security, and he was 

even suspected of having ties with the dynasty …… 

The actual fact is, if Ji Feng comes up with even more high-tech products, then I’m afraid that the 

world’s intelligence departments and agents will come looking for him. 

This is the reasoning behind this. 

It was for this reason that Ji Feng held back from turning those technologies into real products, because 

he knew very well that it was not the right time to take them out. 

He had to take one step at a time, to develop the Tengfei Group first, to use some of the existing 

technologies and products, to gradually improve and develop them, to make the Tengfei Group into a 

world giant group. 

Only at that time would he have the right to speak and the strength to talk to those special departments 

on an equal footing or even to call their bluff, and only then would it be time for him to gradually come 

up with high-tech products. 

As for now, he could only come up with some relatively low-end products, and as far as this was 

concerned, Ji Feng was a little worried, because the low-end products in his head were still a little too 

far ahead in this world! 

Originally, Ji Feng had planned to hold back for a while longer, but the cooperation between the Brilliant 

Group and the Lingxia Group, as well as the rampant arrogance of Shao Jie and the others, made him 

very annoyed. 

Therefore, Ji Feng intended to reveal some strength! 

Only, there was no way to explain these words in detail to He Hongwei, so he could only shake hands 

with He Hongwei and said, “Brother Hongwei, just wait, in the future, Jie Peng will definitely be 

trampled under our feet!” 

He Hongwei said, “I’m looking forward to that day!” 

He sent He Hongwei to the plane, then Ji Feng returned to the hospital, he had booked a flight in the 

afternoon, now he had to go back to the hospital to pick up Bai Zhu. 

Ji Shaolei and Zhang Lei had already gone back early, after Qiao Rong was caught, there was no point for 

them to stay in Nan Yue, what’s more, Ji Shaolei’s Jian’an Group still had a big mess, so he couldn’t stay 

in Nan Yue for too long. 



Yi Xingchen and the others also gradually returned to Jiangzhou in groups, and their stay in Southern 

Guangdong would make many people feel uneasy. 

Originally, Yi Xingchen also planned to leave two people by Ji Feng’s side, but he was turned down by Ji 

Feng. Now his hands had basically recovered almost, even if it wasn’t as good as his previous peak, it 

wasn’t far off, and as long as there wasn’t another explosion, he would be fine. 

What’s more, Bai Zhu had also basically recovered, and even regained some of his strength, so there 

wasn’t much use in leaving people behind, so Ji Feng let them all go back. 

When Ji Feng arrived at the hospital, Bai Zhu had already cleaned up, even changed out of her hospital 

gown and put on a casual dress, that originally somewhat messy-looking hair was also tidied up, and the 

whole person looked heroic. 

“Young Ji.” 

Seeing Ji Feng arrive, a sweet smile flashed across Bai Zhu’s face, during this period of time, Ji Feng 

would use bio-currents to groom her body whenever he had time, so their relationship had developed 

extremely quickly, and this was the period of time when Bai Zhu was in the best mood. 

Ji Feng casually lifted up the luggage on the hospital bed and smiled, “Let’s go, let’s go home!” 

“Mm!” 

Bai Zhu nodded, then she remembered something and said, “Ji Shao, you said that …… after we go back 

Lei Lei and the girls won’t blame me, right?” 

“Blame you for what?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“I didn’t protect you, and ……” Bai Zhu hadn’t finished speaking before Ji Feng interrupted. 

“Don’t and!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand with a smile and said, “Didn’t you do enough?” 

“I’m not talking about that, I mean …… what happened between us!” Bai Zhu hesitated, “Young Ji, don’t 

tell them about us yet, okay?” 

“Why?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I, I just want to be by your side on the line, now if they know, I’m a bit …… a bit awkward!” Bai Zhu said, 

“Ji Shao, you promise me okay?!” 

“…… Okay!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Since you don’t want to, then don’t say anything.” 

“Mm!” 

Bai Zhu nodded her head at once. 

Ji Feng smiled helplessly and could see that although Bai Zhu no longer had the same awkward feeling 

with him as before, with Tong Lei and Xiao Yuxuan, Bai Zhu still could not completely let go. 



In fact, Ji Feng can also understand Bai Zhu’s thoughts, after all, for Bai Zhu, she may feel in her heart a 

kind of stolen from them kind of feeling …… Khan! 

Ji Feng was speechless, what kind of metaphor is this? 

“Let’s go!” 

Ji Feng said, “The people Uncle Zheng sent are waiting downstairs, don’t let them wait too long.” 

Before this Ji Feng had already greeted Zheng Yuanshan, explaining that he was returning to Jiangzhou, 

and Zheng Yuanshan naturally had to send someone to escort him. 

Bai Zhu gave a hint and silently followed behind Ji Feng, as obedient as ever. 

However, when Ji Feng and the two of them arrived downstairs, they found that apart from the two 

plainclothes policemen Zheng Yuanshan had sent, Guo Tao and Liu Zejun were actually still standing by. 

“Boss!” 

“Why are you guys still here?” Ji Feng was stunned, “Didn’t you guys go back with Old Yi?” 

“Boss Yi didn’t feel at ease and asked us to stay and wait for you.” Guo Tao laughed, “But we were afraid 

that you would refuse, so we stayed at the hotel next door for the past two days.” 

“It’s self-funded!” Liu Zejun spoke up from the side. 

Ji Feng instantly smiled, this guy Liu Zejun was cold all day long, but occasionally he made a joke that 

was so amusing. 

“Alright, let’s go back together then.” Ji Feng said, “Anyway, it’s off-season for airlines, and the tickets 

are also booked ……” 

“Boss please!” 

Guo Tao and Liu Zejun bent slightly at the same time. 

“You two guys ……” Ji Feng shook his head with a smile and waved his hand, “Let’s go!” 
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With Guo Tao and Liu Zejun accompanying him, the atmosphere on the way was much better, and Ji 

Feng’s original emotions, which were somewhat helpless because of the failure of his trip to Southern 

Guangdong, were much relieved. 

About two hours later, Ji Feng and his party of four stepped onto the land of Jiangzhou. 

“Back!” 

Ji Feng took a deep breath and looked at the usual busy Jiangzhou airport, and couldn’t help but shake 

his head with a smile, “Back in the dust ……” 

Regardless of the bottom line, it is indisputable that this trip to Southern Guangdong was indeed a 

failure. 



It can be said that this is the first time that Ji Feng has failed since his rise to power, and it was a defeat 

without the ability to fight back, and it was also the first time that he fought a war that he had no 

chance of winning, plus he was seriously distracted in the middle, and as a result, he lost without a 

doubt. 

So no matter what, Ji Feng was still somewhat dejected in his heart. 

However, after returning to Jiangzhou, Ji Feng’s mood eased up a lot, as he was fighting in a different 

place in Southern Guangdong, and Jiangzhou was his home turf, where he would have great potential in 

the future. 

As for Southern Guangdong, he would always go there again! 

“Go, go home!” Ji Feng said aloud with a wave of his hand. 

But when Ji Feng returned home, he found that there was no one at home, he called to find out that 

Xiao Yuxuan was in the company, while Tong Lei was going to school to prepare her thesis because she 

was about to graduate. 

This made Ji Feng suddenly realize that he was going to graduate. 

In fact, when it comes to graduation, there is still some time to go, but this is how it is in colleges and 

universities nowadays, sometimes half a year in advance, or even a year in advance in some schools, 

they will let students out for employment, of course with the beautiful name – internship! 

This is what they are doing now. 

But for Ji Feng, what he did as a university student was an extraordinarily poor failure, and even if you 

counted strictly, the courses he took were not even a third of what others took, and it could be said that 

a large part of his university life was spent outside. 

“Looks like I need to prepare my dissertation too ……” Ji Feng shook his head. 

“Young Ji, are we going to school?” Bai Zhu asked. 

“No need!” 

Ji Feng raised his hand and looked at the time, it was already noon, it was too late to go now, “Let’s go 

tomorrow, now let’s go to the company first, this time Yu Xuan has also worked hard.” 

Bai Zhu then nodded her head, her heart was not at all jealous. When Ji Shao was attacked, Xiao Yuxuan 

would definitely be worried, but she also had to preside over the company’s affairs, so she must be very 

tired. 

What’s more, Bai Zhu knew that Ji Feng had deep feelings for Tong Lei and Xiao Yuxuan, and she was a 

latecomer, so she couldn’t help but feel jealous. 

“Guo Tao, Lao Liu, let’s go together, it just so happens that you guys are going back too!” Ji Feng said. 

“Yes!” 

Guo Tao and the two of them immediately nodded their heads. 



And then, several people took the car from the garage and headed straight for the Tengfei Group. 

“Guo Tao, when you guys go to Nan Yue, is all the security for the company arranged?” Ji Feng asked. 

“It’s all arranged, and now that there’s no news coming from Boss Yi, that should mean that nothing is 

wrong.” Guo Tao said. 

“That’s good!” 

Ji Feng nodded, a while ago his energy was seriously distracted and he couldn’t take care of the 

company at all, now that he was free, he had to ask about it. 

Liu Zejun drove the car and said, “Actually, the security of our company is already very good now, the 

strength of those security guards underneath have all been upgraded, and a lot of security equipment 

has been installed, so ordinary thieves can’t even get in!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I’m not worried about the small thieves.” 

What Ji Feng was really worried about were those who had ulterior motives, or even those who coveted 

some of the technology of the Tengfei Group, and these were the ones to guard against! 

However, since Yi Xingchen made the arrangements, then Ji Feng also put his heart down, Yi Xingchen’s 

ability to do things naturally goes without saying, this is an absolute great general! 

“Actually, speaking of which, although the Group’s security is now improved as a whole, I feel that it is 

still somewhat lacking.” Guo Tao suddenly said, “These newly recruited security guards, although the 

vast majority of them are from ex-soldiers, they have never seen blood, so once something really goes 

wrong, they won’t be able to do it, I’m afraid.” 

Ji Feng smiled and couldn’t help but laugh, “So that’s why you two battle teams are the main force of 

the group’s security, those security guards are just responsible for the daily order and security, you are 

the main force to deal with unexpected situations.” 

“But the problem is that we may not have enough manpower even with these current manpower!” Guo 

Tao shook his head, “Boss Yi and I have discussed this issue several times, and we feel that you should 

have at least two more people by your side, one as a driver and one as a bodyguard, only then, in the 

event of an unexpected situation, with Miss Bai and the three of them, we can ensure that everything is 

as foolproof as possible.” 

“But in that case, the group will have even less manpower.” Guo Tao said, “Boss, can we recruit a few 

more experts who have actually seen blood?” 

“I won’t need anyone on my side.” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s fine to have a driver, but forget 

about the bodyguard, having Bai Zhu alone is enough.” 

“It’s not the same.” 

Guo Tao said, “Boss, although you are very strong, there are some special situations that are 

inconvenient for Miss Bai to be involved in, such as going into the male baths and so on …… These are all 

situations that you may encounter.” 



Ji Feng smiled, pondered for a moment and said, “What does Old Yi mean?” 

“Boss Yi is also thinking the same thing.” Guo Tao said. 

“I’ll think about it.” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

“Actually, ah, like Lu Gang and the others, they are quite good, Boss Yi even admires them quite a lot, 

Boss, if we recruit new people again, can we find a few more experts like them?” Guo Tao asked. 

“You’re thinking beautiful!” Ji Feng was immediately amused, “I would like to, but do you think people 

like Lu Gang and the others can be recruited just because you want to?” 

The elites in the real army like this, who have really seen blood, even after they have retired from the 

army, they are still the target of some rich and noble families, and it is very reassuring to have such 

people as bodyguards. 

In addition, when these soldiers return to their hometowns, they will be given a good job by their 

superiors, so not all of them are willing to go back to work. 

And those elites who have a formal establishment are not likely to come to them as a security guard in a 

private company, even if those people agree, the state will not agree. 

So it’s easy to say, but in reality it’s not that easy to recruit the real elites. 

“Otherwise, how about recruiting a few more mercenaries?” Guo Tao asked. 

“I’ll think about it before I say anything.” Ji Feng mused. 

Guo Tao then nodded his head. 

At this point, Ji Feng suddenly asked, “Guo Tao, do you have someone to recommend?” 

“Huh?” 

Guo Tao was stunned. 

Ji Feng smiled, “I heard the meaning of your words just now, you are still more inclined to recruit 

mercenaries?” 

“Hey ……” 

Guo Tao then laughed heatedly and said, “Nothing can be hidden from the boss’s eyes ha…… that what, 

it’s like this, I have a few friends who also work as mercenaries, but because the manpower is too small, 

so the life is a bit difficult, and they are also getting older, and they don’t really want to continue to live 

again That kind of life of licking blood at the mouth of a knife, so ……” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re getting into. 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot of money from the 

company. 

Plus, Guo Tao was acting so obviously, so Ji Feng immediately understood. 

“Is it a former comrade of yours?” Ji Feng asked. 



“Mm!” 

Guo Tao nodded: “Their character is definitely all trustworthy, and their origins are fine, and most 

importantly, they are also all Chinese, and by the way, there are two mixed-race children among them 

……” 

“If they are willing, let them come for an interview.” Ji Feng said bluntly. 

“Huh?” 

Guo Tao did not react for a moment, and then, he hesitated a little and said, “Boss, the strength of those 

few friends of mine is certainly nothing to say, but ……” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Why, what other conditions do they have?” 

“It’s not really a condition ……” 

“Boss, there’s a situation!” 

Before Guo Tao finished his words, Liu Zejun, who was in charge of driving, suddenly said in a deep 

voice: “There’s a car following us behind!” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned and asked, “What’s the situation?” 

At the same time, Guo Tao and Bai Zhu both looked at Liu Zejun, but none of them looked back, from 

this point on it was enough to show how experienced they were. 

Because since there was a car following them behind, then maybe the other party had binoculars or 

something in their car, and if they turned their heads to look back, then the people behind them would 

naturally know that they had been spotted, and if they really had bad intentions, then maybe they 

would make an immediate move and attack. 

“There’s a Yamada commercial vehicle behind us, it’s been following us for several kilometres and has 

been maintaining a certain distance.” Liu Zejun said in a deep voice. 

“Point the rear view mirror at me!” Ji Feng said immediately. 

Liu Zejun immediately adjusted the rear-view mirror on his head, and a silver-white Yamada commercial 

car appeared in Ji Feng’s sight, except that the front of that car was covered with crystal mirror car film, 

so the situation inside could not be seen at all, but Ji Feng could tell that the other party was indeed 

following them. 

Because that business car had been keeping about the same distance from them, even if a car overtook 

them, the other party would immediately overtake back …… 

Just back and they’re being followed?! 

“Speed up!” 

Ji Feng sneered and immediately said in a deep voice, “Act as if you are going to shake them off and see 

how they react ……” 
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Just got back and you’re being followed?! 

“Speed up!” 

Ji Feng sneered and immediately said in a deep voice, “Act like you’re going to shake them off and see 

how they react ……” 

Although from all the signs, Ji Feng was almost certain that the Yamada commercial vehicle behind them 

was following them, he still decided to try the other side just to be on the safe side! 

After all, they had only just returned to Jiangzhou and hadn’t even stayed at home for more than two 

hours, so how could a car be following them? 

Did it mean that someone had followed them all the way from Southern Guangdong to Jiangzhou? 

So Ji Feng wondered if the other party had made a mistake and identified the wrong person, or if it was 

just a coincidence that the other party also happened to be on the same road as them? 

This possibility was very small but not completely impossible, so that’s why Ji Feng had to try them out. 

Liu Zejun only nodded slightly at his words, but his hands were already moving, he didn’t say much and 

was completely a man of action. 

“Buzz~~!” 

At once, the low roar of the engine began to gradually roar up, a strong sense of back thrust came, and 

one could see the scenery outside the car suddenly accelerating backwards. 

The BMW X6 began to accelerate at once! 

Ji Feng stared at the rear-view mirror, watching the movement of the Yamada commercial vehicle 

behind him. 

At first, there was nothing unusual about that commercial vehicle, nor did he say that once he saw the 

BMW accelerating, the other side also followed suit, instead it was driving very smoothly. 

But Ji Feng did not take it lightly, if it was him who was tracking, it would not be possible to do so 

obviously, once others accelerate you accelerate, others slow down you slow down, then everyone 

knows you are tracking …… 

But gradually, Ji Feng felt that something was not quite right. 

Because as the speed of the BMW is getting faster and faster, the rearview mirror of the Yamada 

business car is speeding further and further away, but the other side still doesn’t have any signs of 

acceleration, it looks as if they are completely unaware that the car they are following is about to lose 

them. 

“Could it be that ……” 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows frowned slightly, could it be that both himself and Liu Ze-jun had misjudged? Did the 

other side really just happen to be on the same road as them and were not following them? 



But Ji Feng still didn’t relax, until the Yamada commercial vehicle was no longer visible in the rear view 

mirror, Ji Feng then waved his hand and told Liu Zejun to turn the rear view mirror back. 

“Boss, it doesn’t look like it’s following us!” Guo Tao said thoughtfully. 

“The other party was following us all along before!” Liu Zejun said in a deep voice. 

Guo Tao’s gaze then fell on Ji Feng’s face, what to do now, but also listen to Ji Feng, after all, that 

Yamada commercial vehicle was very suspicious, and could not be left unguarded. 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and said, “Ze-jun, let’s not go to Tengfei Group first, we’ll take a detour 

and go to an isolated place!” 

“Yes!” 

Liu Zejun immediately understood Ji Feng’s meaning and nodded his head in response. 

The traffic flow on this road was somewhat heavy and there were more cars, so it was difficult to 

determine the other party’s intentions very accurately here, but if we got to the suburbs where there 

was less traffic, it would be easier to determine. 

By then, the other party would not be able to hide at all! 

Therefore, Liu Zejun turned directly at a junction in front of him and sped off in the direction of the 

suburbs. 

In the rear-view mirror, the trail of the Yamada commercial vehicle had long since disappeared, 

seemingly with no intention of following it at all, but Liu Zejun did not slow down, but continued to 

speed past until he reached the suburbs, and only then did he slow down, but he could no longer see 

the Yamada commercial vehicle long ago. 

“Did we make a mistake?” Guo Tao said with a frown. 

“Not necessarily!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It could also be because the other party saw us suddenly speed up and 

knew it was us who noticed, so they didn’t follow us!” 

Guo Tao nodded, it was indeed a possibility. 

“Let’s go to Tengfei Group.” Ji Feng said, “Just pay some attention on the way.” 

“Yes!” 

Liu Zejun nodded his head. 

And at this time, Ji Feng took out his mobile phone and typed in a string of alphanumeric numbers, this 

was the other party’s license plate number that he saw in the rear view mirror just now, although it 

wasn’t too close at that time, but for Ji Feng, it wasn’t a difficult thing, he remembered it easily. 

Now, although the car did not follow him, but after experiencing the attack and killing incident in Nan 

Yue, Ji Feng would not take it lightly anymore, some things are enough to have suffered once, even a 

stupid donkey cannot fall in the same pit twice! 



Ji Feng sent the license plate number he had written down to Zheng Yuanshan. In the police system, the 

only people he knew were Zheng Yuanshan and Li Ruo Nan, but Li Ruo Nan had not been in touch for 

some time, and it was not good for Ji Feng to ask her for help now, otherwise, I was afraid that Li Ruo 

Nan would feel that it was too utilitarian to contact her only when she was needed. 

“Boss!” 

Suddenly, Liu Zejun said in a deep voice, “The other party is here!” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned, “Where?” 

“Catching up from behind!” Liu Zejun pointed to the rearview mirror, “The other party is fast and is still 

accelerating ……” 

“Stand by!” 

Ji Feng decisively ordered, “All be more careful and be ready to stop at any time!” 

Several people in the car all looked grave, after all, Ji Feng had been attacked and killed only a short 

while ago, not much time had passed since this happened, and now they encountered this kind of thing 

again, they had to be on guard. 

“Buzz~~!” 

Perhaps because of the excessive speed, the violent roar of the engine of that Shantian business car 

came faintly, Bai Zhu immediately fished out a pistol from the back of her waist, loaded the bullet 

directly, then slightly turned sideways, and was ready to aim at the business car behind. 

Ji Feng, however, pushed her pistol down and said, “Don’t rush first, let’s see what the other party is 

from!” 

“If the other party is like last time ……” 

“It’s okay.” 

Ji Feng waved his hand, the same loss he would definitely not eat twice, if the other party really had a 

gun, then he would definitely not give the other party the chance to shoot. 

“Buzz~~!” 

Just as Ji Feng and the others were exchanging low voices, the Yamada commercial vehicle behind them 

was still coming rapidly, and in just a moment’s time, the distance between the two sides had drawn 

very close. 

At this time, Ji Feng also had no qualms about turning around and looking back. 

Since the other side had already caught up, it meant that they were not afraid of him finding out that he 

was being followed, so there was no problem for him to turn his head and look now. 

Through the car window, Ji Feng vaguely saw shadows shifting in that car behind him, but he could not 

see the faces clearly, nor could he see how many people were on the other side, but it was certain that 

there was definitely more than one person on the other side. 



“Be ready to make a move at any time!” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice, “Zejun, pull over and slow down, but don’t stop ……” 

“Buzz~~!” 

However, Ji Feng’s words had only just fallen when the roar of an engine was heard approaching rapidly, 

and the next moment, a shadow suddenly flashed past the side. 

“Squeak-!” 

The ear-piercing sound produced by the violent friction between the tyres and the ground almost made 

one’s scalp tingle, but Ji Feng and the others had a sharp light in their eyes and their faces were grave, 

because just now that was the Yamada commercial vehicle that suddenly overtook and then applied a 

sharp brake in front of the BMW. 

–The other side was trying to block their way. 

This all happened in the blink of an eye, but Liu Zejun was prepared for it, and at the same time as the 

other party braked sharply, he also slammed on the brakes, while jerking the steering wheel, ready to 

skim over …… However, before he had time to avoid it, he saw the door of the Yamada commercial car 

in front of him suddenly open, and several people suddenly rolled down from the car, then got down on 

one knee , holding a gun in both hands and aiming it at the BMW. 

“Boom~!” 

When Ji Feng saw this, a cold aura flashed in his eyes, and he directly took the gun from Bai Zhu’s hand 

and pulled the trigger without hesitation. 

“Ah…!” 

In no time, the first person who rolled down from the commercial vehicle was put down, covering his 

shoulder and rolling on the ground. 

But Ji Feng didn’t hesitate at all, with an icy murderous look on his face, he continuously pulled the 

trigger: “Boom~~ Boom Boom Boom Boom Boom~~” 

Five shots! 

By the side of the commercial vehicle, four people fell down, and with the last shot, Ji Feng directly blew 

out the tyres of the commercial vehicle! 

At this point, the seemingly athletic guys who got out of the business car were all taken down. 

The fact that Ji Feng was so powerful made Guo Tao and Liu Ze-jun both secretly take a breath of cold 

air. It’s not that they had never seen good marksmanship before, there were many marksmen in the 

mercenary army, but in this rapidly shaking car, and the incident was sudden, Ji Feng was able to take 

down all the opponents so easily, this marksmanship …… 

The most important thing that surprised Liu Zejun and Guo Tao was that they were all shot in the 

shoulder! 



Ji Feng’s marksmanship is truly divine! 

Guo Tao and Liu Zejun looked at each other and both could not help but see the awe in each other’s 

eyes, but they were not ordinary people after all, and then they came back to their senses, and the two 

of them cooperated extremely well, only to see Liu Zejun fiercely push open the car door and roll on the 

ground, and then his legs suddenly launched themselves towards those people ****. 

The two of them are in the same room. 

At the same time, a dagger with cold light flowing appeared in Liu Zejun’s hand. 

“Stop!” 

“Don’t fight!” 

At this time, on the side of that commercial vehicle, however, there was a sharp cry, “We are State 

Security, we are on a mission, the people in front of us immediately put down their weapons and stop 

shooting!” 

Swish! 

However, the man’s words had only just fallen when he saw a cold light flash before his eyes, and the 

next moment, he only felt a tightening of his neck, and a heart-breaking pain spread from his thigh, to all 

his limbs in an instant …… 

“Ah…!” 

Another wretched scream, only to see a guy being held by Liu Zejun’s neck with one hand, while the 

other hand was directly plunging the dagger viciously into his thigh. 

The man was trembling in pain, and even that miserable scream was trembling, so it could be seen how 

much pain he was in at this moment. 

“We’re from State Security, stop it ……” 

Feeling the hand that was clasping his neck getting tighter and tighter, the man was instantly appalled in 

his heart and immediately screamed in panic: “You are committing a crime ……” 

Ji Feng instantly frowned, the state security? 
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“We are from the State Security, stop it ……” 

Feeling the hand that was clasping his neck getting tighter and tighter, the man was immediately 

horrified in his heart and immediately screamed in panic: “You are committing a crime ……” 

Ji Feng instantly frowned, the state security? 

He coldly swept a glance at these people, a cold aura flashed in his eyes, these few people are actually 

of the State Security? 

This made him more or less surprised. 



These guys had followed him all the way, and even forced their car to stop just now, and even used their 

weapons immediately after getting out of the car without saying a word. If he hadn’t reacted quickly, I’m 

afraid these guys would have shot him long ago …… Now they are saying that they are from the State 

Security? 

Is there anything more funny than this? 

The actual fact is that the actual people of the world are not only the most important people, but also 

the most important people. 

If not, why would the State Security people treat him like this? 

One must know that Ji Feng had seen very clearly that the actions of these few people getting down 

from the business car, including their demeanour and other subtle actions, all clearly indicated that they 

were definitely not just for show. 

If Ji Feng had meant to resist at that time, or had made some action that threatened them, these people 

would definitely have shot! 

…… Even if we take a step back, even if they didn’t shoot, but they didn’t identify themselves at all at the 

beginning, but came up and drew their guns, anyone else would definitely subconsciously resist, or at 

least think about protecting themselves! 

In fact, this was not Ji Feng’s concern, what he was annoyed about was, why did the people of State 

Security treat him like this? 

If it was anyone else, it would never be comfortable to be pointed at with a gun drawn for no reason as 

soon as you return. 

What’s more, Ji Feng had been attacked and killed just a short while ago, and now he was actually doing 

this again, so how could Ji Feng not be annoyed? He had already shown mercy by not hitting these 

people directly on their vital points and not finishing them off directly just now. 

“Hu~~hu~~” 

The man was being held by Liu Zejun’s neck and it was a bit difficult for him to breathe, plus he had been 

stabbed unmercifully on his thigh by Liu Zejun, so now he was already trembling, his forehead was 

covered in cold sweat and his breathing was getting heavier and heavier. 

Ji Feng’s icy gaze stared at him for a moment, then only then did he get out of the car and said in a deep 

voice, “Let him go.” 

“Humph!” 

Liu Zejun snorted coldly and fiercely pulled out the dagger on the man’s thigh. 

“……” 

The man’s eyes instantly widened and his mouth hung dead open, his face turned red and his body 

trembled violently, “Ah-!” 

The next moment, the man fell straight to the ground. 



“If you scream again, do you believe that I will directly cut your tongue off?!” Liu Zejun said coldly. 

“Ah… um ……” 

The man was originally screaming miserably, but when he heard Liu Zejun’s words, he surprisingly held it 

in hard, but the pain on his thighs was not reduced by half, and as a result, it made one of his faces 

become distorted. 

“You guys are from State Security?!” Ji Feng, however, did not have the effort to pay attention to how 

much pain these people were in, but asked coldly. 

“…… Yes, we’re from the Jiangzhou State Security Branch ……” the man’s voice trembled. 

“Why do you want to come and kill me?!” Ji Feng asked with a cold light in his eyes and an icy face, 

“Have I offended you guys anywhere?” 

“No, no.” 

The man shook his head in a panic, the intense pain made his voice go out of shape, but he didn’t dare 

to delay and said in a panic, “We just want, we want to ask you to go back and assist in the investigation, 

we don’t want to kill you …… ah!” 

Before he could even finish his words, there was another miserable cry, only to see Liu Zejun’s foot 

stepping on his injured thigh, which immediately caused his face to change drastically in pain, and he 

almost didn’t even jump up …… 

“Bullshit!” 

Liu Zejun laughed, “Do you really think we’re stupid? If you don’t want to kill someone, why come up 

here and draw your gun?” 

“This ……” 

The man noisily couldn’t say anything, perhaps to cover up, he kept sucking in cold air. 

Ji Feng stared at him and said in a cold voice: “What evidence do you have to prove that you are from 

State Security?” 

“Our work permits are in the car!” The man said in a panic. 

“Guo Tao!” Ji Feng gave Guo Tao a wink. 

The latter immediately understood and took a few steps to the Yamada commercial vehicle and quickly 

rummaged through the vehicle a few times, soon, he came over with a few work permits and whispered 

beside Ji Feng, “Boss, there really are work permits ……” 

Ji Feng took those work permits and looked at them, and found that they should be real, because at that 

time in Yanjing, the two State Security guys, Cao Yong and Zhao Anxiang, also had the same kind of work 

permits, only the final issuing authority was different, the work permits of the two Zhao Anxiang were 

directly issued by State Security, while the documents of these guys were issued by the Jiangzhou 

Branch. 



But apart from that, the texture, format, and official seal of the work permits were all identical. 

Even the steel seal on it was the same. 

Only then did Ji Feng believe that these guys were really from the Jiangzhou Branch of the State Security 

…… But looking at the behavior of these guys, this was not State Security, it was clearly a group of 

bandits! 

“Inviting me back to assist in the investigation, is that how you invite?” Ji Feng kicked the pistol on the 

ground, that was dropped by these guys, they were shot in the shoulder, they couldn’t even react Liu 

Zejun bullied his way to the front, so they didn’t have a chance to pick up the gun if they wanted to. 

“……” Those few people were either moaning in pain, or screaming in a low voice, or sucking in cold air, 

but just no one answered Ji Feng’s question. 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng sneered and said, “Not willing to answer, are you? Then, you guys just stay here and wait for 

someone to rescue you …… Let’s go!” 

“Wait, wait a minute!” 

The man who had been stabbed in the thigh called out in a panic: “We really came to ask you to go back 

and assist in the investigation, maybe there is something wrong with the way we work ……” 

Boom~! 

Before he could finish his words, he was instantly kicked over to the ground by Liu Zejun, “Dog! That’s 

just a problem with the way you work?” 

These few people might have really just wanted to kill Ji Feng just now, looking at their stance just now, 

it wasn’t that there was no such possibility, it was just that before they had the chance to shoot, they 

were all put down by Ji Feng one shot at a time. 

Now they actually have the nerve to say that it was just a questionable way of working, and that it might 

…… 

What an asshole to the extreme! 

Liu Zejun was originally the kind of grim and cold character, although he didn’t say much, but his men 

were definitely not weak, now they actually dared to draw their guns on Ji Feng like that, if it was put in 

Liu Zejun’s time as a mercenary, he would definitely dare to directly pick the tendons of this bunch of 

dogs! 

Liu Zejun was not very good at arguing with people, what he liked most was still talking with his fists. 

The man gave another miserable scream as he was kicked by Liu Zejun, but gritted his teeth and bit 

down hard, saying that he was asking Ji Feng to go back and assist in the investigation, and that it was 

just a matter of the way he worked just now. 

Only, in his eyes, there was a cunning gaze. 



It was obvious that this person was not telling the truth. 

But he just bit down on that reason, no matter how he was asked, only admitting that it was a matter of 

working style, but not intending to kill Ji Feng in the first place. 

“You are thinking that I don’t dare to kill you because I know that you are a member of the State 

Security, right?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice. 

“…… Even if I’m not a member of State Security, you can’t kill me!” The man gritted his teeth, despite 

the cold sweat from the pain, he spoke with a hardened voice, “Killing someone is against the law, you 

wouldn’t be unaware of that!” 

“Heh! And lecturing me ……” 

Ji Feng shook his head, but did not say anything else, just glanced at this guy and the other four people, 

a cold aura flashed in his eyes from time to time. 

In fact, Ji Feng had really moved to kill. 

If he hadn’t reacted in time today and hadn’t been a good shot and subdued these guys in time, maybe 

they would have really shot, and at that point, it would have been too late to say anything. 

Since the other side was going to do it to him, how could he just sit there and wait for death? 

And right now, the other party reported the identity of their national security staff, clearly to make their 

own heart fearful, and even vaguely some of this as a basis, a bit emboldened by the feeling! 

This makes Ji Feng understand somewhat, perhaps, this group of people really want to kill him, only to 

deliberately create some accident, and then it can be said that they resisted, and as a result were killed 

in the firefight …… In this way, even if the Ji family pursues it later, at most, they can only heavily 

sentence some people, but not to the death penalty. 

This is because they represent the state security, the image of law enforcement officers. 

The state cannot disregard this and must also take into account the reaction of State Security. 

At most, the Ji family could only retaliate in private. 

And if they can’t kill themselves, they will bite the bullet and say that it was a misunderstanding and that 

they came to ask themselves to assist in the investigation, just like they said, there was just a problem 

with the way they worked …… 

What a good calculation! 

The face of Ji Feng became colder and colder, he is now also lazy to argue with these people, they are 

just some small minions, obviously this matter and the mastermind behind the curtain, so Ji Feng also no 

longer follow a few people to argue on. 

“Fine then, consider yourselves to be here to ask me to assist in the investigation, then, who told you to 

come? Where are you going to be investigated?” Ji Feng asked in a cold voice, “And what kind of 

investigation did you undergo?” 



“This …… is confidential, you’ll know when you go with us.” The man said. 

Ji Feng stared at him and shook his head, it seemed that this man was going to resist to the end. 

“Boss, leave a few of them to me!” Liu Zejun smiled fiercely, “One hour at most, I promise to make them 

tell the truth!” 

The gang’s constant sloppy play, even emboldened, had long made Liu Zejun move to kill, but without Ji 

Feng’s order, he couldn’t do it, but torturing these guys was easy to do! 

However, Ji Feng just shook his head and said, “No, call the police directly and say we have encountered 

an attack by a mob and the other party is pretending to be from the State Security ……” 
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However, Ji Feng just shook his head and said, “No, just call the police and say that we have 

encountered an attack by a mob and the other party is pretending to be from the State Security ……” 

“You nonsense!” 

Before Ji Feng finished his words, the guy who had been stabbed in the thigh said sharply, “We are the 

people of State Security, we have already shown you our work card, what else do you want ……” 

“But I suspect you guys are fake!” 

Ji Feng directly interrupted him and said, “You don’t look like State Security people at all, instead you 

look more like a group of bandits, what’s wrong with me calling the police?” 

The man was immediately anxious: “You ……” 

However, Ji Feng simply stopped paying attention to those people, but Liu Zejun also sneered, took out 

his mobile phone and went to the side to call the police. 

“Ji Feng, you dare to do this?!” The guy whose thigh was stabbed was immediately anxious, not to 

mention that the operation had failed, and several brothers were all wounded, which was already 

humiliating enough in itself, and he even almost lost his life. 

This was something that had never happened before in a long time! 

Unless they were arresting foreign spies lurking in China, how could anyone ever dare to treat them like 

that? 

But now, Ji Feng didn’t even put them in his eyes, didn’t even give them a chance to speak, came up and 

made his move, first one shot at a time and knocked them all to the ground, he himself was even almost 

wiped by a dagger …… 

This makes him very stifled, his heart can’t help a burst of fear. 

But that’s not all, and now Ji Feng is deliberately slandering them as impersonating State Security 

personnel and wanting to call the police? 

If they were really taken to the police station …… 



If they were really taken to the police station, then from now on, they would really not be able to get 

along in the Jiangzhou branch of the State Security. 

But what they got in return for their shout was a vicious kick from Guo Tao. 

“Boom~!” 

The guy was immediately kicked in the chest by Guo Tao, and he fell to the ground on his back, muffling 

a painful sound. 

As a result, this guy didn’t dare to speak up again, he could see that not only did Ji Feng not put them in 

his eyes, he didn’t even take their lives seriously, if he dared to resist again, not to mention Ji Feng, even 

these two fierce guys next to him could really take their lives! 

This made him incomparably stifled. 

Originally, he had come this time because he wanted to take the opportunity to give Ji Feng a little 

‘lesson’, but he hadn’t expected that they would now be the ones to end up like this! 

“Humph!” 

Guo Tao snorted coldly and snorted in contempt, “What a bitch, you have to be beaten before you can 

be honest, what the hell are you, I think the rogue gangsters on the road are tougher than you!” 

Fortunately, they were all injured at the moment, and the intense pain had distorted their faces, so it 

wasn’t too obvious. 

“Boss, the police have been reported.” Over here, Liu Zejun walked back, “The police will be here soon.” 

“Has the situation been made clear?” Ji Feng asked. 

“It’s all clear, we were attacked by a group of bandits, this group of bandits had guns in their hands and 

were posing as staff of the State Security ……” Liu Zejun had a cold smile on his face, “The police took it 

extremely seriously and said they were going to send a special police team over! !” 

Ji Feng nodded his head in satisfaction and said, “Very good!” 

“Ji Feng, do you know what you’re doing now?” The man whose thigh had been stabbed smiled and his 

face changed several times in succession, “You’re getting yourself into trouble!” 

“Humph!” 

Ji Feng snorted, “I’m making trouble for myself? You know better than anyone what you yourself did just 

now!” 

Just now these few guys probably really wanted to kill him, how could Ji Feng let them off so easily? Or 

would it be enough to just injure them? 

It was a joke! 

If Ji Feng cleaned them up now, then maybe he was really looking for trouble, but if he didn’t clean them 

up and just let them leave like that, then he wasn’t looking for trouble, he was looking for death! 



Since the other party wanted to kill him, how could he sit back and wait for death? 

This was definitely not Ji Feng’s character! 

“Of course, if you tell me who ordered you to do this, perhaps I can consider it and let you leave before 

the police arrive!” Ji Feng said indifferently, “Don’t talk to me about assisting in the investigation, I’m 

not a fool, and neither are you!” 

“…… That’s what we’re asking you to do to assist in the investigation!” The man’s face, however, 

changed slightly, but he still bit the bullet and didn’t let go. 

“Really take me for a fool?” Ji Feng sneered and stared at the man for a moment, then he took two steps 

forward to the man, squatted down and said in a cold voice: “Now you’re just emboldened, thinking that 

because you’re a member of State Security, I don’t dare to do anything to you, right? But you mustn’t 

forget how many people disappear for no reason in this world every day!” 

“Humph!” The man snorted coldly, “You don’t need to scare me with this ……” 

“I dare not!” 

Ji Feng sneered: “How dare I scare you? You are a member of the State Security, a special department, 

who dares to scare you? However, if I’m not wrong, I’m afraid that you’re just a small minion in the 

State Security, not enough to be ranked at all, at most, you’re just a small head, your information and 

stuff, it’s not absolutely confidential, right?” 

Looking at the man’s gradually changing face, Ji Feng faintly smiled: “Do you think, with my status, I 

want to find out your details, for example, find out how many people are in your family, what your 

parents and siblings do …… this will be difficult?” 

“Ji Feng! You despicable!” 

The man smiled and his face changed dramatically, of course he knew what Ji Feng meant, with Ji Feng’s 

ability, if he wanted to deal with his family, it would be a breeze, and he couldn’t even catch him with 

half a handle …… 

The first thing you should do is to make sure that you have a good idea of what you are doing. 

He shook his head, “You guys running over here to kill me is not despicable?” 

“……” 

The man was speechless, just staring at Ji Feng with a deadly stare, gritting his teeth, “If you dare to do 

anything halfway to my family ……” 

His words were directly interrupted by Ji Feng before he could finish, Ji Feng snorted, “What a joke! Why 

wouldn’t I dare? Just allow you guys to intend to kill me, and you still don’t allow me to retaliate?” 

“……” 

“Huff~~huff~~” 



The man choked on Ji Feng and simply didn’t know how to reply because he knew best in his own heart 

what he had done, and Ji Feng’s words made it impossible for him to refute. 

“…… I’m just here to ask you to go back and assist in the investigation!” He could only say through 

clenched teeth. 

“Do you think you believe that?” Ji Feng asked with a cold smile and a cold glint in his eyes, “You think 

having the identity of State Security is your talisman? Today’s matter is not over!” 

The man couldn’t help but feel his scalp tingling at once. 

The meaning of Ji Feng’s words could not be clearer, you are a member of State Security, so if you can’t 

be blatantly moved today, that’s fine, we’ll have plenty of time in the future. 

If anyone else was targeted by Ji Feng, I’m afraid they wouldn’t feel well, not to mention that Ji Feng 

obviously didn’t just want to target him, but even his family members as well! 

“I’ll give you time to think about it, there’s no rush, take your time!” Ji Feng patted his shoulder, “I have 

plenty of time anyway, I just don’t know, how long do you have!” 

But the man was gritting his teeth and didn’t say a word. 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng was not in a hurry, and just shook his head and smiled at the situation, then casually picked up a 

work card from the side and waved it in front of the man, “Geng Shaohua ……” 

This guy named Geng Shaohua, but gritted his teeth, hard and did not say a word, but look at his eyes, 

but some flicker. 

Obviously, for these moves of Ji Feng, although he could still resist, but he was also apprehensive. 

Ji Feng, however, no longer paid any attention to him at all, but stood up with a slight frown, and a 

brilliant light flashed in his eyes. 

“Boss, what’s wrong?” Liu Zejun immediately asked in a low voice. The first time he noticed Ji Feng’s 

strange appearance, he immediately realized that there might be something wrong. 

“Nothing …… you watch these guys and be careful!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and didn’t say anything more. 

In fact, Ji Feng didn’t know exactly what was wrong, only that in that moment just now, he suddenly had 

a palpitating feeling, as if he was being watched by a poisonous snake. 

It seemed that someone was staring at him! 

But when Ji Feng pretended to turn his head and look around inadvertently, he didn’t find anyone 

suspicious, except that on the outside of the road, there was a wooded area with somewhat thick trees, 

so he couldn’t see clearly what was going on inside. In particular, most of the trees in that wood were 

pines and cypresses with low trunks, so it was very distracting to the view. 

“A cemetery?!” 



Ji Feng’s gaze fell on a road sign in front of him, and he couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, according 

to the road sign, this was actually a cemetery, he was then relieved, no wonder there were so many 

pines and cypresses here, it turned out that they had arrived near a cemetery. 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly, but in his heart, he was alert. Although the moment just now was 

extremely brief, that feeling was not wrong. 

He guessed that perhaps someone happened to be sweeping a grave or paying respects to someone, 

and as a result was attracted by the sound of gunfire just now, and was looking this way deep in the 

woods. 

But he didn’t let his guard down; it was better to be careful at this time of day when he couldn’t see 

anyone. 

“Ah…” 

“My shoulder ……” 

The painful moans of those few people continued. 

Ji Feng turned his head to look at them and gave a cold snort, but did not have the slightest sympathy, 

when they drew their guns on themselves, they should have thought that there might be this result 

now. 

“Ji Feng, you are committing a crime ……,” Geng Shaohua said through clenched teeth. 

However, as soon as his words fell, he saw Ji Feng’s face suddenly change, then his entire body suddenly 

rushed over. 

“Hoo~~!” 

Ji Feng instantly rushed forward some distance, while his mouth shouted lowly, “Be careful, take cover!” 

“Boom~!” 

A low gunshot sound came, hitting the pavement where Ji Feng had just stood, splashing a burst of 

sparks. 

Liu Zejun and Guo Tao’s faces changed dramatically at the same time, and the two of them rolled on the 

ground and immediately took cover. 
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“Hoo~~!” 

Ji Feng instantly charged forward some distance, while his mouth shouted lowly, “Be careful, take 

cover!” 

“Boom~!” 

A low gunshot sound came, hitting the pavement where Ji Feng had just stood, splashing a burst of 

sparks. 



Liu Zejun and Guo Tao’s faces changed dramatically at the same time, and they rolled on the ground, 

taking cover immediately. 

At the same time, Bai Zhu, who had been sitting in the BMW on standby, was also startled, but instead 

of looking for a place to hide like Ji Feng, she slid down and hid herself in the car, revealing only the part 

above her eyes, her eyes containing a fierce aura as she scanned the surroundings. 

The cold shot just now was so sudden that Bai Zhu was not prepared for it, so for a moment she could 

only look in the direction the sound came from, but what she saw was a forest …… from which the shot 

came. 

But the problem was that there was nothing to see in the woods, only a gust of wind blowing through 

the trees, distracting her from time to time. 

“Damn it!” 

Bai Zhu couldn’t help but frown, the other party was hiding in the woods, and it was impossible to find 

out who was hiding there as fast as possible, especially when the woods were full of pine and cypress 

trees with short trunks, and the most annoying thing was that they were not planted in rows and rows, 

but interlaced, with no pattern at all! 

This made the search even more difficult! 

Normally it would be difficult to find someone in the woods, let alone now when the other party is not 

only hiding in the pine trees, but also intentionally hiding, so it is almost impossible to find them 

immediately! 

Although Bai Zhu was anxious in his heart, he did not look the least bit panicked, but instead, he became 

more and more calm. 

“Buzz~~!” 

Bai Zhu lowered the window glass, put her head down and shouted, “Ji Shao!” 

Randomly, she put her hand out of the car window and made a few hand gestures. 

–The target was in the woods! 

This was the meaning of those few hand gestures from Bai Zhu, especially the direction she pointed at 

the end, which was a direct indication of the source of the danger. After making these gestures, Bai Zhu 

raised the car window again, and then she shrank down and quickly went to the driver’s seat, ready to 

drive and meet Ji Feng. 

However, Ji Feng did not make any movements, when the gunshots rang out, he had also judged that 

the robber hiding in the shadows must be in the woods, because in this surrounding area, apart from 

that woods, there was hardly any other place to hide. 

Even the trees on either side of the road were tall, but if someone was hiding up there, they would 

definitely not be able to escape his eyes. 

So the other party could only be hiding in the pine and cypress forest! 



Moreover, the direction from which the gunshots had just come from was likewise there. 

“Boss, the other party is in the woods.” Liu Zejun crouched on the ground, his back leaning against the 

side of that Yamada commercial vehicle, and said in a deep voice, “It’s a sniper rifle!” 

“That’s right!” 

Guo Tao also nodded beside him, for those of them who had been mercenaries, they knew what sound 

a weapon made when it was fired as soon as they heard it. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and asked, “Can you tell the opponent’s approximate position?” 

Liu Zejun immediately said, “Judging from the sound of the gunshots just now, the other party must not 

be too far from the road, otherwise, those trees would also block the other party’s line of sight!” 

The trunks of the pine trees were relatively low, which was indeed a problem for them, but there were 

two sides to everything, those trees affected their line of sight, and likewise affected the line of sight of 

that killer hiding in the shadows! 

So, since the other side just shot so accurately, it means that the other side must not be far away from 

them, and in a place that doesn’t affect their vision too much. 

But such a place …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re looking for. 

“And it’s basically certain that the other party should not have left the location where the shots were 

fired just now!” Liu Zejun said again in a deep voice. 

“…… Well!” Ji Feng was slightly stunned at his words, but then he whirled around and understood. 

What Liu Zejun said was right! 

That guy hiding in the shadows, seeing that the first shot didn’t hit the target, then he definitely 

wouldn’t leave immediately, but would wait quietly in place, because only then would he be able to 

minimize the chances of exposing himself, and at the same time, attempting to make a second hit! 

Because once a target is suddenly attacked and killed, they will definitely panic, even if they are hiding, 

but after a few moments they find that there is no movement, eight out of ten `9 will cautiously poke 

their heads out to see the situation …… 

The second best time to kill is when the target peeks out to observe the situation. 

The reasoning may sound simple, but it’s not too easy to think of it immediately and make an accurate 

judgment. 

“This is what Yao Zhijian used to do, I’ve heard him talk a lot about his experience in this area!” Seeing Ji 

Feng’s approving gaze, Liu Zejun whispered, “Moreover, I also like secret attacks the most ……” 

“……” 

Ji Feng immediately shook his head and smiled. 



Indeed, in their battle team, Yao Zhijian was the best sniper, then Liu Zejun would naturally learn some 

experience and knowledge in sniping to a greater or lesser extent, moreover, Liu Zejun himself was the 

kind of person with a grim personality, most like to attack and kill in the dark, just like a poisonous 

snake, suddenly storming up to attack and kill in one blow! 

So it is natural for Liu Ze-jun to have more in-depth research in this area. 

Guo Tao is a more stable person, and to put it more bluntly, Guo Tao is a bit more mediocre than Liu Ze-

jun, without any angles, but more stable. 

If Liu Ze-jun is a sharp dagger, cutting iron like mud, unexpectedly, then Guo Tao is a wooden stick, 

powerful, but not sharp! 

But many times, it really needs such a steady character of Guo Tao. 

This made Ji Feng even more thankful that he had pulled Yi Xingchen and the others under his 

command, otherwise, he was afraid that he would have had a lot more trouble. 

“Old Guo, the other side must still be watching this side now, think of a way to distract the other side’s 

attention and create an opportunity for me to sneak into the woods!” Liu Zejun said in a low voice. 

“Of course there is a way, but it depends on whether the boss agrees or not!” 

Guo Tao pointed at Geng Shaohua and the others who were in shock not far away and said, “Throwing 

them out will definitely attract that killer’s attention, or else you can just grab one as a meat shield, 

which is enough for you to sneak into the woods.” 

Liu Zejun instantly had a cold glint in his eyes as he stared coldly at Geng Shaohua and the others. 

Guo Tao didn’t even lower his voice when he spoke, so Geng Shaohua and the others heard that clearly, 

and several of them couldn’t help but shiver and their faces changed dramatically. 

“Ji Feng, you dare to be so ……” 

“Shut up!” 

Liu Zejun immediately shouted coldly, “You’d better stay there honestly, don’t look this way with your 

eyes, and don’t make any action reaction, otherwise, I don’t mind finishing you off right now!” 

Geng Shaohua’s voice came to a screeching halt. 

Only then did Liu Zejun snorted coldly and gave him an icy look before turning his gaze back to Ji Feng to 

see what Ji Feng meant. 

Ji Feng also glanced at that Geng Shaohua, secretly shaking his head, this person is really from State 

Security? This person is really from State Security? 

Otherwise, how could these guys be so bad, not to mention the State Security, even if they were slightly 

better psychologically, they would definitely be much better than them! 

In this situation, what Geng Shaohua should do most was not to resist, but to simply lie down on the 

ground and not make any movements! 



Otherwise, if that assassin hiding in the shadows saw that they were still alive and talking non-stop, then 

in order to avoid exposing themselves, the other side would definitely finish them off first! 

What’s more, once Geng Shaohua’s side talked to them, if it fell in the eyes of that killer, the other side 

would most likely judge the exact location of himself and the others from the reactions of Geng 

Shaohua’s few people, as well as the movements that they might have …… 

Anyone with combat experience will understand this, but Geng Shaohua several people do not know? 

Thinking of this, Ji Feng’s gaze gradually coldened, and when he looked at Geng Shaohua, his eyes were 

gradually filled with killing intent! 

From the swift and athletic movements of Geng Shaohua when he rolled down from the Yamada 

business car, these guys could not be rookies who knew nothing about anything. 

Because after the car had just braked sharply, an ordinary person would have been able to get out of the 

car smoothly, how could they be that athletic? 

So it’s certain that Geng Shaohua’s few people must be quite skilled, and then they obviously have a lot 

of experience in action, which can be seen from the proficiency of their movements! 

Can …… 

The way Geng Shaohua acted just now, he didn’t look like an experienced national security operative! 

Ji Feng’s gaze was morose as he stared at Geng Shaohua, his eyes revealing his killing intent! 

Then, there was only one explanation for what happened – Geng Shaohua wanted to kill someone with 

a knife! 

And the one who wanted to kill was naturally him, Ji Feng! 

A strong murderous feeling rose from the bottom of Ji Feng’s heart, even now, this person still wanted 

to use this method to tell their location to the assassin hiding in the shadows, so it could be seen how 

badly Geng Shaohua wanted him dead! 

“Boss, is this method feasible?” Guo Tao’s voice interrupted Ji Feng’s thoughts. 

“…… No.” 

However, Ji Feng slowly shook his head and said, “It can’t be done.” 

Liu Zejun and Guo Tao then nodded their heads at the same time, since Ji Feng said no, then they 

naturally had to carry out the order, as for why, if Ji Feng didn’t say, they naturally wouldn’t ask. 

“This way ……” Liu Zejun turned his head and couldn’t help but frown, Ji Feng didn’t agree to use Geng 

Shaohua and the others as meat shields, this would be more troublesome. 

 


